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                Donâ€™t Just Take  Our Word For It.

                
                    
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            The best decision, second to adopting my puppy was selecting maxbone as my go to source for all my canine needs. The quality and customer service are outstanding.


                            Jeffrey C.

                        

                    
                        
                            
                            My pup loves the Talon raincoat. First, it shipped and arrived very quickly. Aside from the wonderful box presentation, we love the quality and material right when we opened it. It fits perfectly and isn't difficult to put on. It's effective against the rain and is super cute. This product made us want to buy Max-Bone everything.Â 


                            Natalie P.

                        

                    
                        
                            
                            I love the attention to detail of maxbone's products. I've purchased several items and all are meticulous.


                            Deborah E.

                        

                    
                        
                            
                            Mb eats is miracle food! I've tried almost every brand of food Acana, Orijen, Fresh Pet, Stella & Chewy, Call of the Wild, and she refuses them all. I decided to give MB Eats a try and i'm happy to report my girl is happily eating for the first time in her life!


                            Taylor G.

                        

                    
                

            

                   
        
    








  




    
        
        

        
            
                
Real Nutrition.Â 
Real Ingredients.Â 
Real Happy Dogs.

                

                
                
                

                We couldn't find a food product we trusted for our own dogs, so we created one ourselves - made with real ingredients & nothing else.
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                In the press

                maxboneâ€™s Stylish Founder is Pampering Herself (and Her Pup) With These Self-Care Essentials.
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                In the press

                maxbone created the best dog raincoat ever to exist!
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                In the press

                maxbone's founder, Parisa Fowles-Pazdro honored in INC's Magazine Female Founder 100
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                In the press

                Chic pet care brandÂ maxboneÂ has been lighting up Instagram. 
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                I started maxbone with one premise: to disrupt the pet industry through a modern platform that meets the needs of pet owners for high-quality food, function-forward designs, and a healthy lifestyle. Our goal is to modernize all aspects of the pet landscape, from the product to the delivery experience.


                

                Parisa Fowles-Pazdro
Founder
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                        Pet Essentials, modernized
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            Letâ€™s be friends: Follow us
@themaxbone
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Letâ€™s stay in touch

      
      
        
Receive email updates on stuff youâ€™ll probably want to know about, including products, collaborations and cute pups.
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          Customer Care
          
            
          
        

        
          
            Need help? Email us at info@maxbone.com. Weâ€™re here for you, and ready to answer your questions.  
M-F 9am-5pm PST
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